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Introduction
As engineers, we take pride in considering ourselves rational beasts. We believe we’re immune to
oversimplifications and rushed conclusions, but in reality, we’re just humans, and our objectivism has limits.
Our industry is full of logical fallacies and unconscious biases, which hurt our abilities to judge appropriately.
Attribution error is the most common of them: we tend to overemphasize personal characteristics and ignore
situational factors in evaluating others’ behaviour. It manifests in the way we treat so-called legacy systems –
when we are rating the abilities of people who wrote them, we prefer swift and perfunctory conclusions. We
often underrate the complexity of the domain itself – both the technological and the business context.

Legacy Systems are the products of their time. The simple fact that they are our problem now means they
achieved their goal: lived and served long enough to get old. Not every system has that opportunity.
That’s why we always should treat them with deserved respect, even if the only thing that we can offer them
is to replace them now.

This case study covers VirtusLab’s approach to the digital transformation of the vital parts of a legacy system.
Here, we will tell a story of our partnership with one of the most prominent players in the retail industry.
Together, we upgraded a crucial part of their legacy system, and in this article we’ll showcase some of the
factors that were essential factors with this digital uplift.

We’ll start with an introduction, presenting both the technical and business challenges we needed to deal
with. Next, we’ll go through solution implementation details and show how we coped with the mentioned
challenges. Finally, in the epilogue of the story, you’ll learn what happened three years after the migration.
This short section highlights what the most important changes in the whole process were, and how they
enriched partners’ ability to race with competitors.
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Why IT Systems Fail: The Origins of
Success, Complexity, and Legacy
Whenever I try to find any real-world analogy for how I perceive problems with legacy systems,
I always look in the direction of New York’s subway system. At the beginning of the twentieth
century, New York City experienced an unprecedented infrastructure boom. Its metro system
grew from a single line in 1904 to a network hundreds of miles long by the 1920s. What the city did
with their public transportation was pointed to as a miracle of engineering, which was replicated
by cities around the world, especially while rebuilding destroyed cities in Europe after the Second
World War.
Then something happened: since 1940, New York has not opened another new subway line, aside
from a handful of small extensions and connections.
Why? New York’s subway system is so big and old that nearly all available funds are spent on
maintenance every year. As a result, few resources are left to invest in the infrastructure. What’s
more, to start such a big initiative, you have to have popular support and a “political champion”
who will fight for it. Preserving the status quo is simply easier — even if it’s well known that
improving public transportation is better for both people living in the city and the environment as
well.
Does this sound familiar to you in any way? Because that’s exactly what happened to our partners’
legacy system.
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Establishment of cornerstone (1980s): IBM mainframes
The partner we worked with is a seasoned business that operates in many countries. They always try to
align themselves with current technological advancement, and they’ve properly recognized the impact that
computerization has on business. With that observation, in the 1980s they introduced technology-driven
innovations for their customers, an effort that gave them a giant leap over the competition. The
projects were run by powerful (at time) IBM mainframes.

Mainframe
Department after department, office work was computerized (e.g. shift management automatized,
transportation optimized through calculation of most efficient routes), and over time the system became
much more complicated. Some of this complexity was intentional — as additional processes were
automatized — but in many places, incidental complexity was added as well.

The 1980s were also the decade when the business went through multiple acquisitions. As a result, multiple
internal systems had to be updated and integrated with other systems, and many external vendors’ systems
were added to the scope.
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Unfortunately, while the “first-mover advantage” is a crucial way to differentiate your business, it comes with
a cost. New contenders in the 90s and 00s had access to modern technologies, and they were able to start
from scratch without the ballast of obsolete ones. This allowed them to iterate faster and swiftly respond to
growing customer demands.

Going relational (1990s): Oracle database & extract-transformload mechanisms
By the 1990s, it was clear that the original mainframe approach needed to evolve. It was decided that the
evolution would be baked by introducing new layers over the initial system. Our partner introduced the
company-wide Oracle database to democratize access to the company data.

The database was further empowered by managed extract-transform-load (ETL) mechanisms, whose role was
to orchestrate updates of the database while keeping it in sync with the mainframe world.
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When the business expanded to other countries, experiences from the “mother base” were transferred. But
we need to remember that we are still in the 90s/00s - there were no prominent cloud vendors and
well-established patterns for such an expansion. The bootstrapping of the system architecture in new
covuntries was executed through replicating (“copy-pasting”) the existing system. Further region-specific
changes weren’t centralized in any way, so the systems quickly diverged.

Each country had its own separate IT Department. That often brought useful flexibility but multiplied costs
and extended time-to-market — each new feature needed to be introduced many times. Even considering
just one region, the big problem of the SQL/ETL based solution was data ownership. If there are multiple
administrators, tracking ownership of particular tables or pieces of data is troublesome.

In regards to the database, separation of concerns tends to become blurry as the system grows old. The
boundaries were transparent for the initial architects, but over the years the original division lost clarity. Soon,
each new feature introduction started to become a hot potato game. Even minor changes required program
managers to become akin to “hostage negotiators”, trying to find common ground between the development
teams that were involved. Supporting it was like walking on the minefield. Even if you spot an obvious error in
the dataset you “owned”, fixing it was a risky decision. To do that, you needed to perform intense research —
you could never know if one man’s inconsistency wasn’t another man’s clever trick.

That’s why yet-another improvement needed to be launched. This time it was clear(er) domain separation.
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First approach to
modernization (2000s):
Logical Domain Separation
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As I mentioned at the beginning, sometimes new
developers have the impression that we’re the first
generation that can clearly see the issues of the
previous systems. But this is wrong, and it’s extremely
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The design problem was originally diagnosed in the
00s, and a first attempt to correct the architecture
was initiated. To extract full domain responsibility, it
became apparent that there needed to be a “single
point of truth”. Therefore, an independent team was

$$ $

Mainframe

created to manage the information, with a proposed
management tool. The technology of choice was

System that uses
Location Data
with Prices

popular (at the time): Lotus Notes. This solution was far
more flexible and user-friendly than the mainframes
that required specialized knowledge to operate.

ETL

For those who never heard of it, Lotus Notes was a Microsoft Access-like
tool. It combined the functionality of a simple end user interface, with a
competent database, and a built-in scripting environment.
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This new approach was definitely a step forward:
•

the system as a whole was much more consistent

•

it was distributing updates to all the interested parties

•

there was a single, specific entity that knew the full truth about the current state of all the locations

However, the final solution was still suboptimal. While the original idea was to fully replace the
mainframes, that bold ambition never materialized. The project was prolonged and the scope needed
to be cut. As a result, no change was made in the communication protocol itself. What’s more, no old part
of the system was fully replaced — instead, another layer was added. The new solution brought even more
complexity to the whole picture.

The previous evolution was fit-for-purpose, but in the 2010s
new digital opportunities became available
In the first part of this story we went through the timeline of changes. Each of them brought the partner a lot
of success ... but only for the time being. Unfortunately, as each solution aged, it became a dead weight that
started to drag the company down. No single person did anything explicitly wrong, but still, the system got
old.

Simultaneously, a lot of old competitors disappeared, making room for aggressive, new players. What’s
more, fresh contenders’ technology were better suited to upcoming modern challenges. Those
contenders used this advantage to seize our client’s market.

Meanwhile, our partner’s system was unwilling to evolve. Each change took ages, and the minimum unit
of time for any software estimate was a quarter — three months! Our partner knew that to live another 20
years, they need to modernize, so they contacted us to help create a solution.

In the next part, we’ll discuss the modernization process. You’ll learn how we handled the digital
transformation from ground zero, and the techniques we used to solve each problem we encountered.
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A Digital Transformation, using a
Surgical Cutter
In the previous discussion, we presented our partner’s technological and organizational
landscape. Through decades of both right decisions and wrong decisions — and neutral
ones as well — the system’s complexity grew. It was too close to the point where the existing
technology was becoming a handicap, and was hindering in the effort to compete against
modern, agile competitors. That’s why our partner asked us for support. They knew the
problem well: they wanted to restore the ability to innovate that made the company so
successful in the past.
Our goal was not to do some shallow rewrite, but a true modernization. We aimed to unlock
new, long-run opportunities for our partner. To do that, we had to not only understand the
client’s IT landscape, but also how their business works. Our solution required a scalpel, not a
shotgun.
The system we were working on was built in layers over many years — decades, really — and
each layer offered its own unique challenges. So we needed to perform a proper analysis to
make an informed decision — what and how far to cut.
When you’re fixed on the efficiency factor only, you may efficiently kill the whole initiative. It’s
often tempting to drop the iterative approach and omit preparation steps to reach the end
goal faster — i.e., to “get the job done.” In some situations, this can be a proper strategy. But
that’s rarely the case when the problem is significantly complicated. When there are a lot of
“unknown unknowns”, the first step is to prioritize learning.
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How to map an uncharted territory
Old systems are like a tangled web: it’s difficult to assess the scope of the job up front. The architecture —
including the relationships between individual components — is at first glance impossible to understand. The
value that a systems’ particular parts bring to the company also tends to be fuzzy.

All of these problems are particularly invisible when the company has merged with or has some dependency
upon some external vendors — these are the hardest integrations to track, and easiest to overlook.

Sadly, there are situations where “the full(est enough) picture” is exactly what you need for the proper
transformation. In our case, due to the client’s aging infrastructure and multiple architectural layers stacked
on top of each other, understanding how the systems were connected was critical for our mission’s success.

To solve the problem, the first thing to do is to become a cartographer and properly map the whole
environment. At this stage, a diverse perspective is crucial, and you use all of your research and analytical
skills to learn about the overall system. From our experience, the best understanding comes from the
combination of these three actions:

observing how the systems(s) work right now
gaining insight from people involved both in the system, past and present
learning our partner’s business, so we can assess the knowledge gained from the first two actions

We’ll describe these jobs separately, but in reality, they should be executed in parallel, as their actions
reinforce each other

Observe the running system
One of the strategies to learn as much as we can about the existing system is to observe how its components
behave today.

Documentation can be stale. Human memory is brittle, and even if it was rock solid, people currently
working in the company more often than not weren’t the ones who created the original system. Therefore,
the working production system should be considered the truth. However, there is one problem — the
components you need to understand may be ancient.
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How do you “observe” a system that was created ages ago, before “observability” was
ever a thing? By performing some archeological work, truly Indiana Jones-style.

To do that, we use two complementary approaches — we like to call them White Box and Black
Box observations.

White Box observations

Black Box observations

You probably guessed that our White Box and Black Box

In comparison, the black box observations are useful when

names come from testing strategies that have the same

we don’t have access to the machine state (e.g., if the

names. Just as White Box testers can look into the state of

system isn’t composed of smaller intermediary steps, and

the system, our White Box observations work in a similar

there’s no helpful logging).

way.
In this case, multiple components of the system were
At first, we monitor how the system is running from

distributed in binary format, without access to the source

the machine perspective. That sounds simple, but it’s

code. As a result, fine-grained details about their behaviour

instrumental for understanding what happens in the

were lost in time.

on-premise machines and ETLs. Observation of the files
created on the box and the records added in the database

Thankfully, we can often understand some corner cases

are time consuming, but can result in surprisingly good

just by observing the systems’ outputs for specific inputs.

outcomes.

But, because it’s laborious to cover all possible input-output
combinations — and hard to use without a production-

For example, assume that you have a system created from

like testing environment — this is a dangerous practice.

discrete steps that aren’t related to each other, and aren’t

However, it is often necessary to use in situations when

controlled by a central scheduler. Next, suppose you want

other options are limited.

to understand the order in which operations occur. If you
have access to log files created on the specific machines,

Fortunately, even if some systems don’t have a real

you can compare them to find some temporal connections.

pre-production environment, often there’s an option to

It’s a bit more art than science, but it’s a technique worth

“dry run” various operations. We found that this dry run

being in your utility belt.

technique was standard functionality in the system from the
80s and 90s, and that understanding massively sped up the
iteration time between test waves. If you have access to that
functionality, Black Box Observations are an invaluable ally.
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Be curious: talk with people, and look for evidence
Observing systems like this lets us understand how particular system components work, but it often won’t
tell us much about how the specific components connect with each other. To acquire knowledge about subtle
connections between distinct subsystems, you must not only be Indiana Jones, but Sherlock Holmes as well,
observing even the smallest detail.

At the start of the project, you don’t even know what to look for, and what the proper questions are. So you
ask simple questions, and as your understanding of the system grows, you ask better ones — e.g., you find
a downstream process is consuming a crucial export you don’t remember, or a business process with a
currently-unknown reason.

Piece by piece, you’re able to join particular dots just by talking with people. In this regard, it’s usually worth
looking for information in multiple departments — knowledge in large organizations is surprisingly dispersed.
It’s also useful to dig through the company database (e.g., Sharepoint). There are some surprising advantages
of systems from the 90s-00s — even if you don’t have access to source code, you’ll probably find some
form of design documentation. However, treat everything with a grain of salt: old documentation probably
hasn’t been updated over the years, so it can also be misleading. That’s why it’s so crucial to confirm all the
knowledge you uncover in the observations noted in the previous section.

Check if the old system still solves current problems
People think that the bare minimum is to understand how the technology layers works. Unfortunately, that’s
not enough: the picture this creates will be some leaky abstraction of the real business needs.

Having an archeologist and criminal investigator on the team is not enough. You also
need a philosopher, someone to ask the difficult ‘why’ and ’what if’ questions:

“

Why is the system still

“

Does the business process that

This system is used just by one

“

acquiring its data through

was using that data still exist?

consumer, right? So what if we

multiple dependencies when

From what I can see, we’re

create a simple connector? If

this can be done from the

transferring that information

we do that, I believe we can

centralized data warehouse?

daily, but the component that

decommission three machines

was consuming it was disabled

while simultaneously shorting

five years ago.

the process from one week to
two days.
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There’s a common assumption that technology changes faster than organizational changes. However
— perhaps because of the perceived complexity of software systems — in the long run, IT systems have
surprising inertia. For instance, when a market changes, a business changes in response, but the business
technology may still reflect yesterday’s state of the world. A common response is to add band-aids (or duct
tape!) to the existing system to get it to work in the new world. Therefore, focusing only on modernizing
existing systems isn’t enough. Doing this is like trying to create a horse run faster, when what you really need
is a car.

That’s why an external perspective is often beneficial — consultants can often see opportunities that can’t be
seen by the people currently working on the system. It’s not because they’re better engineers or have more
experience — although one significant benefit they can bring to the table is having different experiences.
Instead, what can happen is that the people dealing with the problem on a daily basis may have the “can’t see
the forest for the trees” perspective, and may also have the “we’ve always done it this way” mentality. Fresh
faces have the advantage of coming into the problem with a blank page, or if there is already writing on their
page, it’s from solving problems on previous, similar cases.

If you’re curious and persistent, you’ll learn valuable details that you will help you make important decisions
on a regular basis, and at times even make big — almost intuitive — leaps forward.

Using all these techniques, we created a map of uncharted territory
that looked exactly like that (the map is a real one, labels were just
removed due to NDA).
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Fully prepared, we’re ready for an educated discussion with our business partner. Thanks to all the
groundwork we put in, we can decide together what the most pressing needs are. During these discussions
our map is a terrific reference tool, and during these planning discussions the map lets us assess the
processes that are most easily within our reach. Together we start setting up our transformation targets.

Where to cut?
In developing software systems there’s always more work than capacity, so in deciding on how to begin the
digital transformation we needed to work like a surgeon. In doing this, one thing was clear: our goal was to
help our partner restore a long-lost ability to evolve. To do this, we decided to begin by improving one of their
most “core” domains: location management.

Location Management
It’s not hard to imagine that in retail business, “a store” is a pivotal point in most processes. There are a vast
amount of actions that happen within its context. For our purposes, we’ll focus on the process of setting up
the prices for goods or services.

Manual administration of dozens of stores is possible, but when the number of locations grows to several
thousand, controlling a variable such as product pricing is no longer an effortless endeavor. To solve this
problem, logic that’s currently stored in an administrator’s head needs to be digitized. For example, one
requirement may be to differentiate the cost of a basket between (a) the centers of large cities and (b) rural
areas. To do that, you need to split stores into separate pricing tiers that are maintained by different business
departments.
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Why did we decide to choose that process to be transformed first?
There were three reasons:

1) It was supporting a vital business process, but in outdated way
Of all the available problems, the new store opening process was one of the most challenging and tiring for
the business people. As “the store” was a core concept for our partner’s business, it was introduced in the IT
systems from the very beginning. Each of the layers that were introduced over the decades needed to handle
new store creation events and somehow react to them. Because of the evolution of the layers, multiple
systems were involved in that process.

We knew that if we could tidy up this part, we’d make a qualitative change that would have a lasting impact
on the company’s future. While this business process was critical for the company, the software system was
unsuitable for their needs; the systems were only communicating by the weekly batch exports, which made
the circulation of data painfully slow. Further propagation of updates through the system took weeks, and
there were often costly delays. Pressure from the new competitors necessitated that these internal processes
had to become faster and more efficient.

2) There was no plan for disaster recovery
Based on the map we created, we decided that the best place to start was the current entry-point to the
system: the Lotus Notes Database. After the migration that happened at the beginning of the current century,
it was considered to be “the master source” of location data. However, it had its own crucial problems that
needed to be handled quickly.

While being a critical part of the system, the Lotus Notes Database was a single server without proper disaster
recovery. Even seemingly trivial maintenance tasks meant a challenge. For example, there was a situation
when the Windows Update process changed, making everybody wonder if the machine would ever boot up
again. Additionally, there were other perpetual worries, such as the amount of life remaining on the server’s
old hard drive.

3) The world was demanding change
Being pushed by competition is a good enough reason for investments in modern, agile technical solutions,
but additional pressure was added by multiple governments, which started creating more regulations over
how data in IT systems are stored. GDPR alone was a costly project — the older the system, the harder it
was to introduce proper policies. Location Management was one of the oldest systems, so it’s easy to
imagine how much effort was needed to keep it compliant with new laws.

With the competition and new regulations on the horizon, our client knew that trying to keep such an
inflexible running any longer was not in their best interests. The world around their business was too
unpredictable for that and required a much more agile system.
16
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Symphony of the Modern and Legacy
Worlds
Given that background, you can see that we knew where to cut. Now we had to perform the
surgery in a way so that the patient comes out alive — we needed to modernize the system
without breaking it.
It’s not an easy feat to transform an existing system. In the majority of cases, the so-called
legacy system is paying the bills — you can’t just press the “Stop The World” button. You need to
preserve operability of organization during the surgical procedure. So we split our work into two
simultaneous processes:
Creation of the new “master source”, with all modern, non-functional requirements that can be
deployed to the cloud environment; we’ll call this process our “Strategic solution”
A new engineering process that allows the legacy consumer to consume data from the new
Strategic solution

Treating service as a product: the use of modern techniques in
the assistance of digital transformation
Setting up a walking skeleton
To create a competitive solution we decided to use a technique that’s not usually associated with
rewriting legacy systems: product driven-development. Our team consisted of a few engineers,
and a dedicated product manager.
The product manager worked to analyze the requirements to find the critical needs, searched for
opportunities, and handled communications. While they did that, the engineers gathered system
usage metrics, and continuously iterated to improve the solution. The goals were to deliver a solution
that solved the key business pains and was also flexible enough for further iterative enhancing.
As our team discussed technology stack options, we learned that the company’s standards were
Java, Vert.x, and MongoDB, so we created a walking skeleton that could be deployed on the
partner’s cloud system of choice, Amazon Web Services. With those decisions made, we set up all
the necessary processes, and created the first iteration of the new API. We quickly came up with a
minimal implementation — what one might call an Minimal Viable Product (MVP) in another context
— one that could easily be extended in any direction.
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At this stage, the API was standard CRUD (create/read/update/delete). However, this was
extremely important for us and intentional — we could use it to start a discussion with
external teams to learn about their needs, with something in hand that was less abstract
than saying that we had an “API with locations.”

Looking for first adopters within the organization for our newly created
API
When legacy systems are the master source of data, it can cripple the initiative in an organization
in at least three ways:
•

There can be an opportunity cost to pay

•

Mundane work will be duplicated

•

Your data will lose consistency

1. There can be an opportunity cost to pay
Starting new initiatives using legacy data is painful, and when the data isn’t accessible in a modern,
comfortable way, people tend not to touch it. As a result, humans — and we need to remember
that all the teams are made up of people — will often decide to postpone or not take initiatives
that would otherwise bring value to consumers.

2. Mundane work will be duplicated
Sometimes a job simply needs to be done, even if that involves integrating with legacy systems.
When a new solution is created, such as using the cloud to work with a legacy system, you need to
create adapter layers to access the data. But this is an unnecessary cost that doesn’t bring much
value to the end user. What’s more, the approach needs to be replicated system by system.

3. Your data will lose consistency
However, there’s an even worse alternative than the previous two: teams can decide to copy data
to their system.
Replication is a common strategy when creating self-sustained services, but it needs to be
handled carefully. This approach works in a situation where the master source is carefully crafted
and provides a way of informing all the downstream services about changes. But without such
preparation, there’s a huge risk for data inconsistency.
They may be inconspicuous at first, but bugs related to inconsistent data are challenging to solve,
especially if erroneous information is propagated downstream. In that case, organizations can find
themselves in a situation where two (or more) versions of some truth circulate through the system.
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Debugging and solving problems with inconsistent data usually involves multiple teams, possibly
even from different departments. Often, there are some temporal dependencies as well. No
organization wants to manage it.

Early adopters help shape the system
During the search for early adopters of our newly created API within our partners’ company, we
targeted teams facing the challenges just discussed; ones who have genuinely felt “the pain” of
such a legacy system and are ready to use modern, agile solutions. Our service could manage
the brittle integration with the On-Premise system for them. Thanks to us, our partner
could achieve multiple goals:
•

pay off the technical debt of replicated adapters

•

remove the source of inconsistency

•

unblock opportunities for future initiatives

While the current version of our solution only had dummy sample data, that was enough to start
discussions with potential early adopters. Each meeting brought new knowledge, and a stub with
sample data was easily changed after each exploratory session. By following this process, we
created an API contract that handled the basic needs of these consumers, and we gained enough
insight to propose the first “real iteration.”

First productionized version, first real consumers
Thanks to these exploratory tests with possible internal consumers in our clients organization, we
started “lean”.
There was no need to create a full-fledged, enterprise-grade system to demonstrate the initial
value of our solution. We learned that to handle first use-cases, serving publicly available
information in a modern way is enough for people to see the value.
This approach allowed us to de-scope costly features like authentication and authorization (at
least in the initial version). Both would be necessary in the future, when more sophisticated usage
scenarios would appear. However, by initially avoiding these costly features we could shorten
our time-to-market. For now, we optimized for learning rate, and demonstrating a return on
investment for our client.
With the first version of the service ready, data from Lotus Notes database was replicated to the
new system. Administrators started introducing changes in two systems simultaneously: both the
new strategic one (which used a MongoDB database), and the Lotus Notes database that served
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existing legacy consumers. This was cumbersome, but necessary to properly test compatibility
with the old systems — which we’ll write about soon.

At this stage, we created a simple UI in React.js as a one-to-one copy of the old Lotus Note interface. While
doing this we saw many possibilities on how to improve the old form structure, but decided to postpone them
to ease the administrators’ lives.

Changing the tools and revamping the visuals were a significant shift by themselves. People have inertia
and often react with suspicion to changes in an already established UX. Therefore, before suggesting a
redesign, we wanted to achieve some familiarity and proper level of trust. Also, we already added work to
the administration team, as they needed to introduce each change in two systems. We didn’t want to add the
complexity of two different user interfaces to the process.

Our new service acquired its first three consumers. This doesn’t sound large, but our approach was
to “start small”, with only a handful of clients. This let us catch problems with the infrastructure
and solution availability early on, without impacting vital business processes. This way, we could
harden our solution and prepare it for further expansion.

Further evolution
With the first production version delivered and basic administration flow introduced, we could
start to think about the future.
Our product manager started to establish relationships with additional consumers, and learned
about possible new use cases. On the analysis and programming side, we began to understand the
domain better and introduced new kinds of data and types of entities. As we did this, we started to
outpace the already long-established legacy systems.

The Location Management domain wasn’t the only one having a legacy code problem. Challenges
were global, and efforts to solve them were established company-wide. Given our programming
expertise and recent experience with the Location Management system, this was a perfect
opportunity to help our client make this step towards modernization of their platforms.
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Together with other departments, we could create a modern alternative to replace the legacy
systems. This would be an alternative that:
•

is cloud-native

•

works in real-time

•

uses a crafted REST/GraphQL API, not scheduled jobs

•

has solid non-functional properties: reliability, observability, and performance

We integrated with other services, such as an Authentication API to use a central permission
system, and a Geolocalization API, which let us outsource complexity connected with that domain.
These services became an essential part of the interconnected system, bringing new business
value weekly, not quarterly.
As we did this, we built trust and confidence, and our service started to be widely recognized as
the primary source of location information for clients who needed to consume this information
in a modern way.

Because of all these changes, we needed to introduce a new iteration of our service, which broke
compatibility with the existing service. Migrating clients from one version of a service to another is always
troublesome, but because we were delivering many new capabilities on a regular basis, there was enough
“carrot on the stick” to motivate everyone to make swift upgrades.

A pleasant surprise was that new capabilities were helpful even for consumers who initially thought that the
original implementation was enough for their use-cases.
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Treating the legacy world as a first-class citizen
Creating “a whole new world” was exciting, but our initial successes didn’t blind us. Somewhat
like The Empire Strikes Back, a legacy system can also fight back. Until our new system reached
feature parity with the existing software, that legacy system would continue to be the
company’s bread and butter. We knew that there was no simple option to migrate all the existing
clients to the Cloud API in the foreseeable future — that wouldn’t be a feasible investment.
The Lotus Notes application was created mainly as an entry point of data for the legacy systems,
using protocols from the early 2000s. Its exports were mainly used by clients deployed in the OnPremise Data Center. Unfortunately, most of them were available only from the corporate intranet,
hardly available from the cloud environments. While all the actions in the new “strategic”
world were leading to reduced significance of the legacy system, on the current stage the
legacy system was crucial to the current business.
We didn’t want to create a “split brain” situation and another source of painful data inconsistency,
so these legacy systems needed to be properly served as well. To become a real “master source
for location data”, these systems needed to be treated as first-class citizens.
Therefore we decided to go with a hybrid approach, and an application we called Phoenix was
created.

Our “Phoenix” application
The goal of the Phoenix application was to become a rebirth of the system it was designed to
replace: an on-premise box in the Data Center that could arrange all the imports and exports that
the old Lotus Notes system orchestrated over the last decade. Lotus Notes worked as a pull-based
system, and generated export files under paths that were previously agreed upon, so the Phoenix
application replicated that behaviour.
Phoenix was a glorified, well-monitored CRON system, with all the necessary engineer feats,
including exponential backoff with retries, logging to the global monitoring system with proper
alerts, disaster recovery, etc. It was a system created with modern technologies, but with one foot
still in the legacy world, as it was deployed in the On-Premise Data Center.
Meanwhile, in the Strategic solution, we replicated the logic from Lotus Notes. Some interesting
challenges occurred during that process.
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FUN FACT

We stated multiple times that old systems are often complicated, and we don’t change that opinion. However,
there are situations when the migration process “brought other unexpected complexity” or “brought even
more unexpected complexity”

One of the exports we were replacing was a binary file with a size greater than 100 MB. Its creation worked
flawlessly in the test environment, but then its generation became error-prone after we deployed the
application to the cloud.

This wasn’t a problem in the legacy systems. Their files were always generated beforehand, and then FTP’ed
at a given time.

Unable to change the Datacenter timeout value, we decided to duplicate that logic and design our own offline,
cloud-based solution that pre-generated the binary files and stored them on external BLOB storage (Amazon
S3, in our case). This resolved the problem, but still, something that was easy in the legacy world brought
unexpected “communication” challenges to a modern platform.

Phoenix was built to communicate using legacy protocols like XCOM or FTP (the old, unencrypted
one, not FTPS or SFTP). However, it was also a proxy with access to the public Internet. By being a
proxy, it’s able to retrieve the export files from the Strategic solution.

Phoenix was built to communicate using legacy protocols like XCOM or FTP (the old, unencrypted
one, not FTPS or SFTP). However, it was also a proxy with access to the public Internet. By being a
proxy, it’s able to retrieve the export files from the Strategic solution.
In summary, what Phoenix does is:
•

calls the Cloud API to receive all the necessary data

•

transforms the data it receives into the expected format (JSON wasn’t used in the legacy world)

•

stores the files it creates under one specific path — one that was agreed upon with the
consumers
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A big change is that how the files are created is entirely transparent to the consumers. This feature became
surprisingly crucial while testing our solution.

Testing the export generation algorithm
As we previously mentioned, legacy systems are full of dirty hacks and hotfixes. Even rewriting the
Lotus Notes export code seemingly line-by-line, we could still introduce errors by attempting to
repeat the hacks exactly. To catch them all before going live, we asked the administration team for
a big favor: we asked them to introduce all the system entity updates to both Lotus Notes and our
Strategic solution in parallel (using the React.js GUI mentioned earlier).

Each day, exports produced by Phoenix could be compared with ones generated from Lotus Notes.
Through continuous comparison of seasoned and strategically-created exports, we were
able to find possible discrepancies. When any potential problems occurred, Phoenix logged an
error, which was reflected on our monitoring system. We had some false positives (primarily due
to data entry errors), but altogether this testing phase helped to harden the solution.

Customers migration
Once we got to a satisfactory level of certainty, we started serving our work to downstream
consumers. However, once again we decided to split the migration process into specific phases.
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Phase 1

Clients
from Lotus Notes

from Cloud API

In the first phase, we asked consumers to start pulling exports from the Phoenix server, not the
old Lotus Notes server. In this phase, we simply served them files copied from Lotus Notes under a
previously agreed path on Phoenix server.
It sounds like a strange choice, but our goal was to test the system connectivity and confirm the
necessary permissions. Everybody who has ever worked with old systems knows that the
network layer often introduces surprising challenges (such as the one mentioned earlier).
For instance, this stage allowed us to catch some issues connected with the Data Center firewalls.

vPhase2

from Lotus Notes

from Cloud API

Clients

In summary, Phase 1 confirmed that connectivity was properly established, and every client could
communicate with Phoenix successfully. Now in Phase 2, we could start the process of generating
the export files using the Strategic solution — which we did client by client.
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So we began to serve the export files from the Strategic solution, at the previously agreed
path on the Phoenix system. At this stage, export files from Lotus Notes were still downloaded
daily to Phoenix. This way, in case of errors, we could quickly roll the given consumer back
to the Lotus Notes version. In case we found any other issues with export files, this gave us
a safety net to fall back on. Knowing such a fallback was always ready, we could solve
problems without the unnecessary rush that often causes hacks to be added to the
system.
Phase 2 took about two to three months, primarily because our downstream process needed
to test everything with our consumer downstream processes. But in the end, we migrated all
of the customers to the data feed from our new cloud solution.

Wrapping up
After the two migration phases, all of the legacy consumers were now using the data from
the new system. When our client was satisfied with the result, we decommissioned the Lotus
Notes database, and began using the Strategic cloud system as the only source of location
data for the entire organization.
By using the new system we achieved a single master source of data that served the needs
of modern consumers, and supported nearly one hundred legacy consumers through the
Phoenix environment. This way even the solutions that couldn’t easily be rewritten could
benefit from retrieving data from a solution with proper disaster recovery and advanced
monitoring. What’s even more important — for the first time in our partner’s history — both
the current production system and all new initiatives could have a guaranteed consistency,
which opened up many new, previously unavailable, opportunities.
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From an Attribution Error to a Mental
Shift
The story we just told you about began around three years ago. What you have learned was
just a humble beginning of the whole transformation.
A great way to explain this is with a few statistics about the transformation. When we
started, we had three clients and a single-digit number of transactions per second (TPS).
Over three years this number grew significantly, and the Strategic Location Management
system is now used by more than one hundred business processes, which generate an
average traffic of dozens of TPS. At peak loads, the system handles 500 TPS without breaking
a sweat. Furthermore, it’s one of the most-used components across the entire platform, and
its availability is critical to those other components. That’s why we treat the non-functional
requirements — the high availability, 99.99% uptime requirement — with such great
importance.
Phoenix still serves the needs of some legacy consumers, but their demand shrank one-third
since its introduction. Our partner is an international organization, and each of its regional
centers struggled with similar problems. This process that we went through in the company
headquarters created followers in those regional centers, and they began replacing their
own legacy systems. The method of connecting the strategic and legacy worlds we proposed
turned out to be quite universal, and helped bootstrap similar efforts in the regional centers.
Over the past three years, lessons have been shared, experiences exchanged, and common
problems resolved transparently across the company. As each of the countries regains
control of their data and technology, we’re now preparing for the next big step: creating
a generalized solution that’s flexible enough to handle the requirements of international
clients. Such an approach not only lets us cut support costs significantly, but it also shortens
the “time to market” for each new innovation, which is even more important in the modern,
hypercompetitive world. These are some visible benefits of applying product management
techniques to digital transformation. Soon, each new improvement for any one of the
countries will be available across the whole group.
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Over the past three years, lessons have been shared, experiences exchanged, and common
problems resolved transparently across the company. As each of the countries regains
control of their data and technology, we’re now preparing for the next big step: creating a
generalized solution that’s flexible enough to handle the requirements of international clients.
Such an approach not only lets us cut support costs significantly, but it also shortens the
“time to market” for each new innovation, which is even more important in the modern,
hypercompetitive world. These are some visible benefits of applying product management
techniques to digital transformation. Soon, each new improvement for any one of the
countries will be available across the whole group.
Still, if you ask us what the biggest gain was from the whole Digital Transformation
endeavour, we would say that it was a mental shift. As we mentioned, working with the
old system was complex and error-prone, which made people afraid to make the big bets
our partner was known for in its early days. Of the one hundred clients who use our system
today, only a handful are rewriting existing processes. A majority of them are brand new
integrations, each reflecting some business opportunity — one that probably wouldn’t have
started if access to the data wasn’t democratized in the first place. Creating a reliable set of
tools was a company-wide enabler for all those who had good business ideas.
We started with an attribution error, so let’s end with it as well. There’s an industry-wide
assumption that huge companies are sluggish and not innovative. We’d like you to leave with
the feeling that this doesn’t have to be true. Large organizations are full of skilled people
who will help the business evolve — as long as there’s an easily accessible technology
layer to support them. With the proper level of trust between business and software
engineering, flexibility can be restored even to a large organization that’s been in business for
many decades.
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